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Smart Clothing: Technology and Applications (Human Factors and Ergonomics)CRC Press, 2009

	GPS-embedded clothing for finding children or skiers when they are lost, bio-monitoring smart shirts, and vests that monitor a patient’s vital signs are no longer science fiction but science fact. It is quite likely that within 20 or 30 years, computers, telephones, and televisions will be a part of our intimate clothing. Covering the...
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Electronic Resource Management in Libraries: Research and Practice (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2008
A pronounced move from print subscriptions to electronic resources in all types of libraries has fundamentally impacted the library and its users. With the influx of resources such as e-journals; e-books; index, abstract, and/or full-text databases; aggregated databases; and others, the shift to electronic resources is rapidly changing library...
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Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Microsoft Dynamics GP is an Enterprise Resource Planning system, essentially an accounting system on steroids, designed for mid-sized organizations. The implementation of Dynamics GP is usually considered to be complex, and people often realize there must be more efficient ways of working with the system. This book will show readers how to...
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Human-Computer Interaction: Second IFIP TC 13 Symposium, HCIS 2010Springer, 2010

	The IFIP World Computer Congress (WCC) is one of the most important conferences in the area of computer science at the worldwide level and it has a federated structure, which takes into account the rapidly growing and expanding interests in this area. Informatics is rapidly changing and becoming more and more connected to a number of human...
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The Design of Sites: Patterns, Principles, and Processes for Crafting a Customer-Centered Web ExperienceAddison Wesley, 2002
"Just following the authors' suggestions would put your site in the top few percent for readability and usability."-Jef Raskin, creator of the Macintosh computer and author of The Humane Interface

Creating a Web site is easy. Creating a well-crafted Web site that provides a winning experience for...
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Professional ASP.NET 2.0 Server Control and Component Development (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2006
The ASP.NET 2.0 Framework introduced web developers to dozens of new server controls and components, and a greatly expanded and easier structure for writing their own server controls and components. Professional ASP.NET 2.0 Server Control and Component Development covers the breadth of server control functionality as well as the rest of the...
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Playful DesignRosenfeld Media, 2012


	Playful Design is primarily written for designers of conventional software,

	websites, mobile apps, and other computer-mediated user experiences

	who are looking for novel approaches to creating compelling, satisfying,

	and enjoyable designs. It’s well suited to anyone who specializes in

	human-computer interaction, digital...
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Hacking Mac OS X Tiger : Serious Hacks, Mods and CustomizationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
This serious, but fun, down-and-dirty book will let you make Tiger purr, ensuring that your Macs appearance, speed, usability, and security settings are what you want. Author Scott Knaster:
    

	 Shows you how to speed it up, lock it down, or pull back the curtains.       
	 Dives into default system settings,...
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Design Is the Problem: The Future of Design Must be SustainableRosenfeld Media, 2009


	This isn’t a book about sustainable design.

	Instead, it’s a book about how

	the design industry can approach the

	world in a more sustainable way. Design is

	interconnected—to engineering, management,

	production, customer experiences, and to the

	planet. Discussing and comprehending the

	relationship...
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Mobile Web Services: Architecture and ImplementationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Mobile Web services offer new possibilities and extraordinary rewards for the mobile telecommunications market.   

   Service-oriented architectures (SOAs) implemented with Web services are fundamentally changing business processes supported by distributed computing. These technologies bring forward the promise of...
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Perl Developer's Dictionary (Developer's Library)Sams Publishing, 2001
Perl Developer's Dictionary is a complete, well-organized reference to the Perl language and environment, including core syntax as well as Perl modules. Designed specifically for the experienced developer who needs a reference readily available on his or her desk to refer to on a daily basis, the book is extensively cross-referenced and indexed for...
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Tapworthy: Designing Great iPhone AppsO'Reilly, 2010

	
		So you've got an idea for an iPhone app -- along with everyone else on the planet. Set your app apart with elegant design, efficient usability, and a healthy dose of personality. This accessible, well-written guide shows you how to design exceptional user experiences for the iPhone and iPod Touch through practical principles and...
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